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SALERNO OCCUPIED

By BASIL GINGELL, Representing the Combined British Press

Salerno, Saturday

Salerno, show Italian city of the west coast, with its long boulevardes, its

"broad harbour end its imposing buildings, which for long had been a German centre

in this part of Italy, was occupied "by the forces of the 5th Army yesterday, the

Germans having evacuated the town the night "before*

I drove through the town a few hours alter it had been occupied and found this
once-thriving community, with a peacetime population of 42,000, like a city of the

dead* The eastern end had been bombed and ‘bloated and looked like London at the

height of the blitz, while the harbour area,, where sappers were at work leaking repairs,
had an air of ruin* Yet through the scene of desolation flowering trees produced
a wealth of colour and spread loveliness profusely over the gardens*

On the way to Salerno I had driven through little villages where there was an

atmosphere of complete normality in contrast to the bustle on the- main road, and farm

work was proceeding, washing wan being carried out and on-the walls one even saw

Announcements that "Rigolotto" was being performed at the cinema Moderno* From the

doorways of little squares friendly groups of peasants welcomed the troops and fruit

shops stood open to sell the luscious grapes, newly gathered from the vineyards*
In Salerno itself no shops were open and there was an absence of all the usual public
services* *

Only two motor vehicles were left in the town by the evacuating Germans and in

one of these a young Lieutenant formerly with the Aricto division in North Africa

drove up to where I was standing by the sea wall to offer a welcome to Salerno* He

was smartly dressed in civilian clothes and offered no complaint about the food* He

was, however, concerned about the shortage of cigarettes, which generally seemed

everywhere in a state of famine. Near where we were standing the former headquarters

of the Fascist party stood bleak and deserted* The leaders, I was told, had been

moved out*. Of Mussolini no one was infomod. As we talked ships of the Navy fired

their shells into the German positions away in the hills* The powerful barrage soared

over our heads and rattled the windows end shutters of the main establishments* These

batteries in the hills had been proving a thorn in the side of the advance, for they

offer a. commanding position over the whole countryside*

in Italian who haul boon employed at the Hottel Diana., where the Germans had their

headquarters in Salerno, and who spoke English with a pronounced American accent,

joined us at this point* Like so many of his countrymen the English-speaking Italian

had a poor view of the Germans. 'All they think of", he said, "is wheels, wine and

women"
•

"They take everything from the Italians", he said, "and all they give in return is

a gun#"

Italian soldiers, still 'wearing their uniforms, in some eases a good deal the

worse for wear, and with inferior boots tied up .with string, rub shoulders with the

troops in the main thoroughfares# "The war is over", they told me, "we are friends"*

Such a. remarkable metamorphosis does not appear strange to them, perhaps because it

is so obvious from their conversations that matters between the Germans and the Italians

in Italy had for some time been strained* Of the last hours of the Germans in Salerno,

too, none speak with anything but disgust. According to a former hotel employee in

those last hours they arrested many of the older inhabitants and some they shot*

One old man of seventy, he said, was brought out for nothing at all and shot dead

in the streets*

Although, an I have pointed out in 'previous despatches, the Italians generally are

welcoming the Allies with open arms there are a few who have been classed in the category
of hostile* I .saw some of these being marched down the road on their way to interroga-
tion* Among them was one woman, and in answer to my inquiries I learned that she had

been picked up at an. outpost with a sniper ' s rifle,while her husband, who was marching .
down the road beside her, was in a similar post nearby* These are the only instances

that have so far been encountered in this area, of Italians being otherwise than friendly
to the invasion force* it was interesting to learn from other residents (the friendly
Italians, as one may call them) that they learned the news generally of the Armistice
from the B*B*C* Foreign Service and not in any announcement from their own authorities*.. -
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